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Description

Objective

 The Chronicles of Narnia is a powerful, well known, timeless narrative of the 
battle between good and evil. Because of the richness of the story, the abundance 
of themes, and endless opportunity for creative exploration, I chose to tell this 
story in an expressive typography book. Based on the script from the 2008 major 
motion picture, this entire book is told solely through the use of typography. Each 
and every page was strategically, thoughtfully, and purposefully designed to em-
phasize elements of the plot and subtext that I sought to highlight. Overall, this is 
hands down the closest project to my heart. Though I spent many sleepless nights 
laboring over each of its pages, it quickly became a labor of love.

This classic story by C.S... Lewis is riddled with Biblical allusions from beginning 
to end, which I find absolutely fascinating. My goal in designing this book was to 
focus on some key Biblical themes, including the battle against good and evil, hu-
man nature, and light vs. darkness. I really wanted to illustrate the internal strug-
gle and battle that is going on behind the scenes. To the person just wanting to be 
entertained, The Chronicles of Narnia provides a fantastic story that one can find 
an escape from reality within. But if one seeks to dive deeper than the surface, 
Lewis crafts amazing richness and depth of meaning that one could study and 
contemplate endlessly. I wanted to mimic that nature by allowing it to be a fun, 
entertaining read for the surface level reader, yet craft specific meaning into each 
design decision, leaving the deep thinker plenty of room for analyzing each line 
of design. In both instances, the desired emotional impact would be that readers 
will be able to see more of the spiritual undertones of the story, instead of just the 
cinematic elements of the film itself.



Project Narrative

Solution

Story Synopsis

Through consistent design patterns, recurring typefaces, colors, and paragraph 
structures I was able to strategically highlight some of these incredible themes that 
Lewis has woven into the plot throughout this masterful story. As you go through 
the process book, you’ll discover many of these strategic design patterns.

In the Chronicles of Narnia, Lucy, Peter, Edmund, and Susan are displaced as world 
war two is being fought in their country. Amidst the turmoil of war, they discover a 
wardrobe that acts as a passage to an incredible world filled with mysterious, fan-
tastic things… talking animals, magic, and battles of good vs evil. They learn that 
they are the key members of a prophecy that has them joining Aslan, the true King 
of Narnia, in a battle to take back his kingdom, defeat the evil witch, and restore 
peace to the land. They encounter a number of obstacles along the way of course, 
one notable one being Edmund’s betrayal, Aslan’s subsequent sacrificial death 
which makes a way for Edmund to be given a second chance and saves his very life 
in the process. But Aslan doesn’t stay dead long. Aslan knew how the story would 
play out, and comes back to help lead the four kids to victory in saving Narnia.



Initial Ideation

Here were some preliminary notes I made to help 
direct my sketches, ideas, and themes to highlight 
in the book. I also explored various typefaces to 
serve different purposes.



Typefaces

Calluna is the serif typeface I used for every time 
the story takes place in the real world. I also want-
ed it to resemble a typeface consistent with use in 
the 1940’s, which is when the story occurs.

Calluna

Adorn Serif

Plume

Yana

Nutcracker

Adorn Serif is used for any mention or quote from 
Aslan. I really wanted him to stand out in the book 
and show the reverence and authority that even 
just his name possesses in Narnia. Even his enemies 
must acknowledge the power his name carries.

Plume is the typeface used for almost all of the 
interactions within the world of Narnia. It has a 
whimsy, yet not over-the-top feel about it.

Yana was used for any scene where the main char-
acters are evil or servants of the White Witch. The 
serifs look sharp, in a way that resembles thorns, a 
symbol for evil, which ensnare, cut, and cause pain.

Nutcracker is the sole typeface of the White Witch. 
I wanted to find a typeface that was sharp but ele-
gant at the same time as she presents herself as the 
Queen of Narnia.



Notes on Script

The next step was going through the script, 
making notes and trying to decide what would 
be “home base”, or consistent elements.



Notes on the Movie

I watched the movie and took notes on all 
aspects of the scenes, themes, motifs, and 
important lines that I wanted to highlight. 
This helped me determine what and how to 
emphasize scenes or lines and what was not 
necessary to do so.



Making the Plan

After taking all the notes, I compiled my research 
into this document where I organized each scene 
by the overall feeling (calm, intense, chaotic) and 
then what feeling or intention I wanted to get 
across in the book from each scene.

Chaos

Calm

•First scene is a fight/war/bombs
•Seek shelter below/arguing
•Hectic goodbye at train station

•On train, breathe out, collected
•Arrival with Macready
•Rainy day, hide and seek
•Lucy discovers Narnia

•War/destruction
•Conflict
• Disjointed family

•Nervous/collected/waiting
•Rigid/structured/lofty
• Disjointed family/misunder-
stood/boredom
•Wonder/curiosity

Intense
•Tumnus is kidnapping Lucy
•Back to the wardrobe
•Lucy found wardrobe

•Tension btwn right vs wrong
•Choice to do right
•Excitement and wonder

Calm

Intense

Calm

Calm

•Sibling don't believe her
•Lucy goes back at night
•Edmund encounters White Witch
•Conversation with Jadis

•Lucy tells Peter and Susan
•Lucy cries and runs into professor

•Peter & Susan converse with the 
professor
•Siblings play ball outside

•Get to Beaver's for meal
•Prophecy of Aslan

•Disbelief/rejection/frustration
•Mockery/Mystery
•Desire to see & take, tempta-
tions of man
•Sly/snake/disguise

•Belief met by disbelief/rejec-
tion/mockery
•Shock/fear

•Rigid mental framework met 
but fluid/open challenge
•Attempt at fun but disjointed

•Bigger story at play
•Focus on immediate vs bigger 
purpose

Intense
(excitement)

•Ball hits window - shatters
•Run from Macready
•Discover Narnia
•Snowball fight
•On the way to Tumnus

•Shame/fear
•Running/desire to hide
•Wonder/regret
•Fun/excitement
•Oblivious/unaware

Intense
(suspense)

•Destruction at Tumnus
•First Encounter with Beaver

•Devastation/shattered life
•Surprise/shock

Structure of Page Content in Scene Desired Effect/Mood



Sketching the Plan



Sketching the Plan



Playing with Expressive Type

I experimented with how I could arrange various 
lines using paper. Each time I reorganized and ma-
nipulated the text I analyzed the different feelings 
that the arrangement generated. 



Here are a few initial spreads. I made a lot of 
changes after these, which affected the whole 
book. Throughout the process I printed each 
spread, taped them together, and laid them out 
consecutively so that I can analyze how the story 
was playing out as a cohesive whole.

Work in Progress Spreads



Making the Book

I printed the cover and pages, foiled, and per-
fect bound the book. I chose to foil the cover to 
add the elegance that reflects the nature of the 
classic story. The shimmer also gives it a magi-
cal, whimsical feel that makes it feel valuable to 
hold in your hands. Here is a photo from after 
foiling the cover, before binding the book.



Final Book



Final Booklet
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